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Reviewer's report:
Your background is well written, but you focus a lot about genethics, mainly in your 2 first
paragraphs (lines 56-66). Considering that your study addresses non-syndromic individuals and
you did not do any genethic study in your patients, i recommend you to short your background
and resume the 2 first paragraphs into one.
On table 3, insert the confidence interval and put in the legend, the statistic test used.
On table 4, put the statistic test used in the legend.
In lines 225-227 you affirmed that your study confirmed a common genetic origin of different
types of dental anomalies. On my point of view, you should rephrase this sentence because you
did not make any genethic study on your subjects.
In line 230, change the term "incidence" by "prevalence".
In line 263, insert the p value of your statistic test to the significantly higher percentage of
anomalies you studied.
In lines 268 and 269, insert the p (and the confidence interval, if applicable) value of your
statistic test to the significantly higher percentage of anomalie you studied.
In lines 278-280, insert the p value (and the confidence interval, if applicable) of your statistic
test to the significantly higher percentage of anomalies you studied.
In your conclusion, review the grammar of sentence number 2.
Review your references number 8, 11, 15, 21, 23 and 29.
Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.
Yes
Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes
Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
Yes
Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an
additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further
assessment in your comments to the editors.
I am able to assess the statistics
Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
Needs some language corrections before being published
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Please complete a declaration of competing interests, considering the following questions:
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manuscript?
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If you can answer no to all of the above, write 'I declare that I have no competing interests'
below. If your reply is yes to any, please give details below.
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